Differential Virtual Screening (DVS) with Active and Inactive Molecular Models for Finding and Profiling GPCR Modulators: Case of the CCK1 Receptor.
We discovered a constitutively activating mutation (CAM) V308E for the neurotensin NT1 receptor. Molecular dynamics (MD) performed for the CAM NT1-V308E exhibiting a high spontaneous activity, and for the wild-type NT1 without basal activity, show dramatic conformational changes for the CAM. To test if the two MD models could be valuable active and inactive templates for building molecular models for other class-A GPCR, supposed active and inactive models were built by homology for the cholecystokinin CCK1 receptor. Virtual screening of a corporate library with 250 000 compounds was performed with the two CCK1 models, and a differential virtual screening analysis (DVS), led us to isolate 250 predicted agonists and 250 predicted antagonists. The two sets were merged and the compounds were tested in CCK1 agonist and antagonist cellular assays. An excellent correlation was obtained between predictions and biological results. The effective profiling provided by DVS with active and inactive molecular models, opens new perspectives for finding agonists and antagonists for other class-A GPCR, notably for orphan GPCRs for which no ligands are known.